EEG-based emotion estimation using adaptive tracking of discriminative frequency components.
EEG-based emotion recognition has received increasing attention in the past few decades. The frequency components that give effective discrimination between different emotion states are subject specific. Identification of these subject-specific discriminative frequency components (DFCs) is important for the accurate classification of emotional activities. This paper investigated the potential of adaptive tracking of DFCs as an effective method for choosing the discriminative bands of EEG patterns and improving emotion recognition performance. 13 healthy volunteers were emotionally elicited by pictures selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS). Discriminative frequency components were tracked and analyzed for each subject and classification of three emotions (pleasant/high arousal, neutral, unpleasant/high arousal) was performed by employing a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and a Support Vector Machine (SVM). Our results showed that adaptive tracking of DFCs improved classification accuracies significantly and the highest average accuracy of 82.85% was achieved by SVM.